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Invasive species, such as iceplant, are a problem for California#s native vegetation because they are constantly
destroying the native vegetation.  To help the native vegetation, hyperspectral remote sensing may provide a
way to accurately locate iceplant.  This would make it easier and more efficient for groups that wish to help the
native vegetation to do so by removing the iceplant.

To see if this is feesible, Hymap hyperspectral remote sensing data was analyzed to first find the spectrum of
light that iceplant reflects in the ultraviolet, infrared, and visible spectrums.  The spectrum was found by first
locating a site in person; then locating the pixels that represented this site, and then finding the spectrum of these
pixels.  The spectrums of other groups containing similar pixels were then found.  This enabled the creation of a
spectral angle map, which grouped all ungrouped pixels with the group that were the most similar.  This
provided other pixels that would possibly be iceplant.  In addition, the iceplant spectrum was used to create a
matched filter classification map.  This map used only the iceplant spectrum and classified pixels that had
spectrums similar to the iceplant spectrum.

The maps were then compared, and pixels that should contain iceplant according to both were located to see if
they did in fact contain iceplant.  While some of these locations did contain iceplant, many contained nothing but
grass.  This showed that hyperspectral was not proven to accurately locate iceplant.

Summary Statement  (In one sentence, state what your project is about.)

This uses hyperspectral remote sensing to locate iceplant along the central coast of California.
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